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Building an Internet Presence
with
Paul Krensky & Les Laky
at
MediaCity
526 Bryant Street
Palo Alto
(415) 321-6800
parking under City Hall

Membership Internet Addresses

Hyperlinked to SPAUG?

Beverly Altman hf dj68a @prodigy.com
Bill Mc Elhinney mcels @aol.c om
Bill Weber webstar@svpal. org
Brian Christopher
brian.christopher@spacebbs.com
Charlie Wiener cdrom @cal.com
Clark Mo ore vrwg62a @prodigy.com
Dick Harding 73467.2445 @compuserve.com
D on Kleyensteuber donaldk @ix.netcom.com
Floyd Kessler 75013.1017@compuserve.com
Frank Campbell rfvw93a @ prodigy.com
Jess Kanarek gpjv48a @prodigy.com
Jim Dinkey jimdinkey@aol.com
Jim Powell jimp1938@ hooked.net
John Sessoms adtek201@aol.com
Karen Fung fung @hoover.stanford.edu
Kendric Smith kendric @aol.com
Lamont Shadowens shad @ix.necom.com
Larry Mehl mehl@well.com
Larry Weinberg lewenber@aol.com
Mildred Kohn mildredk@aol.com
Norman Rossen dmtt02a @prodigy.com
Russ Smith russfs@delphi.com
Seth Wu seth.wu @vkn.varian.com
Terry Glass dglass@aol.com
Walt Varner 71754.135 @compuserve.com

Maximize your Internet Connections!
Hyperlink your Internet Home Page
to the SPAUG Home Page.
http: //www.mediacity.com/ -spaug/
WebMaster - Kendric Smith
(415) 493-7210 I kendric@aol.com
Members!!!
Send Kendric your Home Page address
so he can hyperlink to you.
The SPAUG Home Page
is sponsored and provided by:
Media City Inc.
526 Bryant Street
Palo Alto, CA 94301
(415) 321-6800

Additions or corrections can be sent to
Kendric@aol.com '1l

PrintScrecn & Officers
Brian Christopher
Editor & President (415) 952-5632
Nancy Helmy
Vice President (415) 326-1911
Larry Weinberg
Treasurer (415) 969-2292
Mildred Kohn
Secretary (415) 949-1833
Beverly Altman
Director at Large
Membership List (415) 329-8252

A Novice PC Users SIG
coordinated by Mildred Kohn
(415) 949-1833
Internet Special Interest Group
3rd Wednesday @ 7:30pm
call Kendric Smith
(415) 493-7210 or kendric@aol.com
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updates, and auto email robots.

Building a Business Presence
on the In tern et
by Paul Krensky, MediaCity

Auto email robots send an automated
reply via email to anyone who sends
them an email. Many people don't
realize that many larger corporations
are starting to prevent their employees
from surfing net. Without an auto
email robot to send them information
via email (which most of these same
companies rarely limit) your potential
customers will never get your
information electronically.

Considering starting a business on the
Internet? Or maybe you are thinking
of moving your current company on
to the information super-highway? In
either case, building an Internet
presence 1s easy.
Your first step should be to register
your company's domain name. Your
domain name is your address on the
Internet. Without your own, you do
not have a strong identity on the
Internet.

If you decide to maintain your own
web server, you will want to find and
ISP that can sell you the necessary
hardware and software, as well as
provide you with the appropriate
connection.'11

But, don't delay. Domain names are
currently being registered at a rate
in the hundreds per day. Once the
domain name you want is registered to
someone else, it is gone--most likely
forever.

Using Trumpet Winsock Over
Internal SLIP/PPP
By Peter R. Tattam
author of Trumpet Winsock

Domain names are easy to register
with your local ISP (Internet Service
Provider) and only cost $50 a year to
keep.

SLIP is a simple protocol which allows
an Async serial connection to send
Internet Protocol (IP). You usually
need to have access to a server which
can understand SLIP. SLIP is usually
accessed via a phone line, and with the
advent of high speed modems, TCP/IP
is a reality over a dial-up connection.
PPP (Point to Point Protocol) is a
protocol that is more complicated than
SLIP, which offers error correction
and is more reliable than SLIP. The
Trumpet Winsock has facilities for
managing a SLIP connection as well as
the ability to use dialling scripts for "
logging in and out of your SLIP
server. '1l

Once you have registered your domain
name, you will want to decide whether
to have and ISP host your web site, or
if you want, you can maintain your
own server. Both have pro's and con's,
which you should discuss in detail with
your local ISP before you make a
decision.
If you decided to have the ISP host
your site, make an appointment to sit
down and design your web site. Make
sure to discuss issues such as
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A 486 or Pentium is the ideal machine
for this program. Now into what this
program can do.

Typestry 2, the Review
by Robert Mitchell
SPAUG Member

About two weeks ago, I volunteered to
The program came with one large
evaluate this program, after another
manual, a command card, 8 3.5 inch
member of the computer club had
floppies and a CD ROM disk. The
trouble to getting it to work. I had
large main manual has a lot of material
more success, but also had some
about what this program can do. It
problems as well. My old 386 machine
has extensive illustrations of 3D
didn't have enough ram to run it, but
letters, pictures wrapped around
recently I purchased a new Pentium
objects such as spheres, boxes and
computer with Windows 95 on it. I
other objects. One example of an
had trouble getting it to install on
object is a world map wrapped around
Windows 95, because of a 32-bit
a sphere to make it look like planet
earth. Another
extension file(s) that
This program was used to object is an
would not install.
Windows 9 5 is
created scenes from movies ordinary letter or
word turned into a
already a 32 bit OS,
such
as
Beauty
and
the
so this extension
3D object with
Beast, Terminator 2 and
file(s) isn't needed.
textures or pictures
With a 32 bit
wrapped around
dinosaur skin in Jurassic
them. The manual
operatmg system one
Park.
only needs to install
goes in to detail
just the Typestry program itself, but
about all the different features this
with Windows 95 the installer program
program has, and shows screen shots
kept on insisting that the user install
of various different windows menus
the 32 bit extensions. But when I try
and objects on screen. Over all, this
to install these extensions, it says the
manual is a well written manual with
operating system is already 32-bit
lots of information about this
ready, so they aren't needed. The
program. Most all features in this
instruction manual says the it can be
program are described in detail, so the
used under Windows NT, the grand
user should be able to understand how
daddy from Microsoft without these
to use the features this program has to
extensions. These extensions are only
offer.
needed for the old Windows 3.1.
Operating System. After all this
I played with the text features a lot in
frustration, I finally found a machine
this program. I typed in the word
that would run this program. This
"USS ENTERPRISE" and was able to
machine was an old 386DX-25 at
put a brick texture on to the front and
Lamont Shawon's office in Redwood
add a 3D effect on the back of the
City. This machine isn't the ideal
words. I could add many different
machine, but was better than nothing.
textures or Looks to these or any other
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words. Besides the Looks, one could
add lighting, shading, motion blurr
effects, etc. to their projects as well as
the Looks. These textures are called
Looks for how they make an object
look. There is a library of these Looks
that come with program. Extra ones
come on a CD ROM disk with many
extra Looks. The user could also create
their own using pictures they created
in other programs. Other objects
could also be imported from programs
such as Corel Draw, Adobe Illustrator
and others or vice versa. This program
reminds me of a Macintosh only
program called Adobe Dimensions. This
program does very similar functions to
Pixar Typestry 2. After playing with
some of the features of this program, I
think this program is a very powerful
program for many people use. In fact,
this program was used to created
scenes from movies such as Beauty and
the Beast, Tenninator 2 and dinosaur
skin in Jurassic Park ..

Pixar Typestry 2for Windows - Version
2.0
Memory: 8 Megabytes min, the more
the better.
Windows 3.1 or Windows NT, not
compatible with Windows 95
386 or higher CPU, Math Co. CPU
recommended
486 or higher recommended
CD-ROM recommended, not required
Pixar, Richmond CA
Phone: 510-236-4000
Fax:
510-236-0388 .IEJ
SPAUG Shareware Library
by Jim Powell

MLTLBL.ZIP is a complete label
system for Windows 3.1 including all
Avery Laser styles, fonts,clipart and
line drawing with color.
Address book with imports, even
PostCards & Name Tags. OSO
Software
PONTER.ZIP is a complete font
viewing & font management
program for Windows 3.1 View &
Print fonts in many formats.
LIST and Insstall Truetype Fonts.
OSO Software

f myself would buy this program if I
could run it under Windows 95. I
think if this program would run under
Windows 95, it would a lot better than
Windows 3.1. ft probably runs well
under Windows NT, but haven't tried
it since I don't have access to a
machine that runs Windows NT. I was
disappointed that it didn't run under
Windows 95, but hope the a version for
Windows 95 comes out soon. I
wouldn't mind trying the 95 version
when it comes out. The program was
great using. I would have tried the
many more fancy features of this
program if I had it running a faster
machine.

DCF50.ZIP is a powerful 1-pass
disketter duplicating facility. It is
VERY FAST. Format, Diskcopy,
Diskcompare singly or all and they are
mouse selectable. Easy multiple copy
ability. This beats SYQUEST's
COPYQM by a wide margin. Does
support Image files, Hot keys,selected
FDFORMAT, MAC HD Disk,
PS/2,DMF & XDF. JEJ
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After the Sidewalk Faire
We're still selling "Sidewalk Fair" software at very good prices. (Check out that CD ROM
changer we just acquired from Mountain Solutions!) If you would like to look through the
"SPAUG warehouse" or have an item brought to the next meeting. call Beverly at (415) 3298252 and make arrangements.
#
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
l
1

Item
Under a Killing Moon
Acrobat Exchange
Adobe Wild Type
Looney Tunes Screen Saver
Paradox
dBase
Delphi
ReportSmith
3D Home Architect

Company
Access
Adobe
"
Berkeley Systems
Borland

1

Infinite Disk

1
2

Ascend 5.0
AnyTime

Chili Pepper
Software
Franklin Quest
Individual
Software

1
1

"

1

Typing Instructor
Quicken f/ Windows, CD
ROM
Parents' Guide to Money

"
"
"
Broderbund

Notes
4 CD Roms incl
Publishing Tool
14 Fun Typefaces
Training program
"
"
"
Easy home design; CD
ROM
Storage Mgmt System

Street $
SPAUG $
40.00
59.95
129.95
60.00
39.95
20.00
15.00
29.95
7.50
19.98
19.98
7.50
7.50
19.98
19.98
7.50
69.95
30.00
44. 95

20.00

Personal Info Mgr.
An easy organizer

149.95
23.73

40.00
12.50

Lessons and Tests

Intuit

14.95
52. 99

7.50
35.00

"

29.00

17.50

1

Financial Planner

"

38.00

25.00

1

TrackMan

Logitech

44.95

25.00
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Word Pro 96 for Win 3.1

Lotus

99.00

45.00

1

"
Maxis

419. 99
64.95

200.00
45.00

28.99
32.95
164.99
Highest
bidder get's

20.00
20.00
80.00

1

Smart Suite
Sim City 2000 CD
Collection
Sim Tower
Widget Works hop
Windows 95 w/o Windows
CD-ROM Minichanger
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Perfect Office

Novell

1
1
1

Incl WordPerfect, Quattro
Pro, Presentations,
lnfoCentral, Envoy,
Group Wise
PowerMouse
Sidekick version 2.0
Easy Photo

Pro Hance
Starfish Software
Storm Software

1
1
1
1

CD-Rom Version

"
"

Game for kids

Microsoft
Mountain
Solutions

A 7-Disk changer

It

For Windows
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449.00

200.00

89.95
47.00
69.95

30.00
25.00
50.00

1

Aita-Virus for Netward

1

CADD 5.0

1

,

Central Point
Generic

Design & Drafting

Enable Works plus 1.1

Enable Software

Office suite

1
1

InfoCentral
ObjectVision 2.0

WordPerfect
Borland

Info Manager

1

Perform Pro

Delrina

For filling out forms

2

QEMM & 2 games

Quarterdeck

1

Norton Utilities

Symantec

2
3
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

88.95

35 .00

59.95

35.00

118.73

75.00

Norton Navigator

II

94.95

40.00

Norton AntiVirus

II

74.95

40.00

Norton pc Everywhere

II

129.95

70.00

SQZ! Plus (C ompresses
Lotus files
Norton Disklock 3.0

II

29. 95

10.00

World of Multimedia
Learning Windows 95
Learning Word 6
PC Stylus

Wiz Technology
ViaGrafix

II

10.00
CD-ROM 10 Pack
CD-ROM Tutorial
Videotape tutorial
Perfect for Notebook PCs

II

CleanSweep for Windows

49.00
49.95
49.95
29.95

35.00
20.00
7.50

Other features allow you to search for
Duplicate Files, Orphaned Files, and
Unnecessary Windows Files.

by Kendric Smith
WebMaster - SPAUG

I bought CleanSweep because I have a
baby hard drive, and I had a lot of utilities
and stuff that came with the computer
that I never use. CleanSweep got rid of
this junk for me, and gave me more
memory. I hardly had to look at the
manual.

Quarterdeck Software has come out with a
program for Windows that makes it
easy to clean up your hard disk.
CleanSweep (list $59; at Fry's $30) is the
one program on the market that will
uninstall programs without having a
previously produced install log. That is,
other uninstall programs require that you
run their software while you install your
software; it then makes a log of what was
installed and where, so that it will know
what to uninstall later.

If you want

to clean up your hard drive,
then CleanSweep is for you, it is very
simple and the price is right. -!EJ

Welcome to New Member
CleanSweep makes a log after the fact, that

Bonnie Borland

is, you click on the icon of the program or
program group that you want deleted, and
it makes a list for you to approve before
deleting (if you check "Test"). It will
make a compressed backup file of the
deleted items if you wish.

Thank You to Renewing Members
Jim Bailey
Paul ConwelJ
Peter Dyer
Nancy Helmy
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Ron Nicholas
Kendric Smith
Ben Swan
Larry Mehl

Stanford Palo Alto Users Group for PC
POB 3738
Stanford, CA. 94309-3738
http://www.mediacity.com/-spaug/
Address Correction Requested
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The General Meeting
Wednesday, December 6th @ 7:30 PM,
at MediaCity
526 Bryant Street
Palo Alto
Parking under the City Hall on Ramona St.
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